
THERE ARE A LOT OF CRETINS IN GERMANY 

 

In Berlin, protesters march to the Russian Embassy in Berlin, calling for the release of Navalny. 

The police actually support the protest by simply accompanying the demonstrators. 

How many cretins are marching! 

 

They did not bother to find out how the people in Russia feel about Navalny. In Russia, labor collectives ignore 

this fraudster. Navalny is a bourgeois liberal. Navalny lies and lies a lot. The last time he lied about the palace 

in Gelendzhik, allegedly owned by Putin, Navalny showed the luxurious rooms of the palace with gold and 

velvet. 

In fact, the palace is a long-term building, it has been owned by the oligarch Rotenberg for 10 years, 

construction crews work there, all the walls, ceilings, floors of the palace in all rooms are bare gray concrete. 

All of Russia knows this. 

The Germans didn't even bother to find out. 

 

The whole country was outraged that Putin raised the retirement age. However, the protest was lukewarm. But 

it was Navalny who first formulated the draft pension reform, and for a long time he advocated raising the 

retirement age. The Germans didn't even bother to find out. 

 

Nerve gas “Novichok” is a weapon of mass destruction. In principle, it is impossible to poison only one person 

with it. Only cretins don't understand this. 

Symptoms of nerve gas poisoning are spasms, a person can not speak, as well as a copious spontaneous 

eruption of feces. None of this was happened, the illiterate Navalny himself tells how he talked on the plane 

after the "poisoning". 

So shove all the "confirmations" from German clinics up your ass. 

 

With Putin, it is more difficult, not every protester is able to understand with his chicken brains that countries 

are ruled not by presidents, but by classes. Putin is just a protege of the ruling class of the Russian bourgeoisie, 

the executor of its orders. If Putin is removed, the bourgeoisie will put another one who will also carry out its 

orders. 

 

This simple thing is not understood not only in Germany, and there are very, very many cretins in the United 

States, and in France, too. And in the world, too, Greta Thunberg alone is worth something.  

 

You will laugh: Navalny was nominated for the Nobel Prize! And the President of Lithuania Gitanas Nauseda 

was nominated for the Nobel prize insignificant Tikhanovskaya, the main protester of Belarus. 

 

Although no one is surprised  after the award of the Nobel Prize for the incompetent Alexievich. While Obama 

was president, the US military was involved in two protracted military conflicts — in Iraq and in Afghanistan. 

Obama unleashed a war in Syria, staged a humanitarian disaster in Libya, and the United States launched a 

series of air strikes in Yemen. The United States fought in Uganda, Chad, and Somalia, and armed and financed 

Hitler's Bandera fighters in Ukraine. For this, aggressor Obama was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. 

Two women stole the discovery from Hayflick and the Soviet geneticist Olovnikov. They were awarded the 

Nobel Prize because they are from the United States. 

 

And how the moronic world supported Pussi Riot, who staged a public collective sex in the Moscow Museum 

of Natural History! The world supported them even after it became known that these perverts burned an effigy 

of a Jew. 

 

But in essence: the question is, don’t you, a German, have your own problems? Don't you have many 

pedophiles in your monasteries? Navalny is none of your damn business. Don’t keep your dirty nose out none 

of your business! 

 

And see what the German police do when Germans protest against covid-blocking are going: 

https://youtu.be/ZokBdGLzn8w 

Only illiterate, senseless cattle can protest against quarantine during the epidemic. 

https://youtu.be/ZokBdGLzn8w


 

But the point is not only in the cretinism of the Germans. 

It is known that in comparison with the Soviet school education, education in the schools of Germany is shit. 

But Merkel went to school in the DDR, she studied nerve gases in civil defense classes. Therefore, she knows 

perfectly well that there could not have been any poisoning of Navalny with “Novichok” gas, she knows that all 

this is a theatre play. 

 

From which it follows irrefutably that Merkel, who organized an escort to Navalny, “confirmations” from 

clinics, her visit to Navalny and his return to Russia – is a corrupt hide. Washington gave the order – Germany 

marches. 

 

I wonder how Germany would react to the demonstration in Moscow under the slogan "Germany without 

Merkel"? How many screams would there be: "Interference in the internal affairs of Germany!» 
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